Ethical Consumerism Workshop Facilitator Package
Age: High School (grades 9-12)
Objectives:
•

Understanding of conditions in our world which lead to consumption patterns

•

Exploration of considerations to make when trying to consume ethically

•

Problem solving surrounding challenges to ethical consumption

•

Exploration of alternative consumption patterns
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How Are We Connected? Activity
Time: 5-10 minutes
Materials Required:
Whiteboard or poster paper
Writing utensil

Instructions:
Explain to the students that our whole world is incredibly connected now more than ever before. This
means that things like communication, jobs, and trade between and across countries is very easy; the
word used to describe this is “globalization”.
Ask: Why do you think globalization has increased significantly over recent years? Possible responses:
internet/social media, ability to travel and ship items between countries more easily
This workshop will be discussing a lot of the ways in which our globalized world impacts how we
purchase items. We are going to begin with a discussion of how globalization influences our lives in ways
that we can already easily identify.
Split students up into groups of 4 or 5, and ask them to identify as a small group which of the following
statements apply to any of their group members:
•
•
•
•

Eaten a food from another country this week
Wearing at least two items of clothing made in another country
Can say hello in a language other than English
Have called/facebooked/emailed someone living in another country recently

Bring the group back together. Ask the students to shout out the countries and languages that were the
responses to all of the questions. Write out all these responses on the board so they can see the
connection we have all over the globe.
Debrief:
Ask: Do you think globalization is a good thing or a bad thing? Explain that there are arguments for both
sides. Globalization can be seen as a good thing because it allows more countries to access a variety of
goods and services, it provides jobs in generally poorer countries, and it generally allows a higher level
of cultural exchange, which can lead to better understanding of others. Opponents to globalization say
that it is dangerous because richer countries have a greater say in the type of trade that occurs, putting
poorer countries at a disadvantage. Also, there are less regulations put in place for international
corporations in terms of protecting the environment or human rights – so who will regulate this?

Explain to the students that part of being ethical consumers is thinking more broadly about the impact
that our purchases are having on others even if this impact is felt in a country far away from us.

Quandary Cards Activity
Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials Required:
4 quandary cards
Adapted from The British Council, 2013 Teaching English

Instructions:
Ask the group if they know what a quandary is. Explain that it is like a dilemma or a problem, and
oftentimes when we are trying to be ethical consumers, we find ourselves in quandaries. We find
ourselves in these tough situations because sometimes it is hard to consider all who will be impacted by
our purchase, even when we try to be informed.
Split students up into four groups, and provide each group with a handout sheet that has a scenario on
it. Ask them to read the scenario in their group and discuss the questions on the sheet.
Allow the students about 5 minutes to do this, and then bring the conversation back to the larger group.
*If tight on time, cut this part out* Ask each group to read their scenario and provide their response to
the first question on the sheet to the big group so everyone hears each scenario.

Debrief:
Explain to the students that shopping ethically is not always easy, in fact, most times it is really hard to
do, because as we are going to talk about in a second, the economic system that we are in (called
capitalism) makes it really hard for us to value ethics when we make purchases.
Remind the students that being able to shop ethically is a privilege, and not everybody is able to do the
following:
•
•
•

having the ability to afford oftentimes more expensive items
having the ability and knowing how to access information on certain companies to inform your
purchase
having the ability to shop in different places, whether that is online, or driving further to go to a
different store to make a more ethical purchase

Therefore, we should not take a moral high ground if we decide to make ethical purchases. Instead, we
should encourage those around us to educate themselves accordingly, and do what they can to make
ethical decisions.

Quandary 1: You love enjoying Cool Whip on desserts at family gatherings. Your family
frequently buy tubs of it to enjoy on fruit, pies, or cakes because its cheap and pretty
much easy to find at most grocery stores. Your sister has started suggesting your family
buys from a different brand now because she knows Kraft (the company that owns Cool
Whip) has unethical practices. She says that they support producers who cut down huge
areas of the rainforest in Southeast Asia to make space for palm plantations to produce
palm oil, which goes in the Cool Whip. She suggests your family starts buying a more
expensive brand that has committed to stop using palm oil in its whip dessert topping.
What do you do?
Do you:
•

Join your sister and convince your parents to stop buying Cool Whip?

•

Not make a big deal of it, but whenever you go grocery shopping, choose something
different?

•

Boycott all Kraft products as a statement?

What do you think would be an effective way to challenge Kraft to pressure them to stop using
palm oil in their products?

Quandary 2: You love chocolate and have a favourite chocolate bar that you eat quite
often. You just saw somebody post an article on facebook about the company that makes
your favourite chocolate bar. It declared that they pay very little to the workers who
produce the cocoa in South America. In in some cases, the producers can’t survive and
their families are suffering. What do you do?
Do you:
•

Decide the article isn’t worth listening to and try to forget what you read?

•

Write a letter to the company?

•

Stop buying chocolate from that company?

You know the company sells millions of chocolate bars all over the world, so do you think you
deciding to not buy from them anymore will really make that much of an impact?

Quandary 3: You have a favourite brand of shoes that you love. You have asked your
parents for a pair of them for your birthday present, and you know they have already
bought them. Last night you saw a documentary on the TV that showed where this
brand of shoes are made and you saw that they are made in huge factories by children
who have to work 14 hours per day and are treated badly. What do you do?
Do you:
•

Ask your parents to return the shoes even though you know they won’t get all their
money back?

•

Still accept the shoes because it wasn’t your money spent unethically?

•

Accept the shoes but tell your parents you don’t want any more items from that
company in the future?

Why does receiving gifts make it hard to always be sure the things you are getting are ethical?

Quandary 4: You and your friends head to the mall on Friday afternoon after school to
find a cute top for a party that weekend. You see there is a sale on at one of the stores
you usually go to – 2 shirts for $15. This works great for your budget, because you only
have $20 to spend. You feel unsure of where the shirts are coming from and who is
making them, after all, less than $8 for one shirt seems really cheap, but you also only
have so much money. What do you do?
Do you:
•

Get the two shirts for $15, getting two today means that you won’t have to spend more
money on possibly unethical purchases as soon as if you had only bought one shirt today.

•

Not buy anything at the mall because nothing that you know for sure is ethical is under
$20 – even though this means being the only one out of your friends to not have
something new to wear

•

Buy the two shirts for $15, but once you’re home you do some research into the store to
find out if the shirts were ethically made. If they weren’t, you return them.

Choosing to make ethical purchases often means spending a bit more money, which sometimes
is really tough if you only have so much money to spend. Is it fair for us to judge people who
shop at stores even if they know it is unethically produced?

Alternative-Consumption Infographic Activity + Gallery Walk
Time: 25 mins
Materials required:
5 information packages for groups
5 large pieces of poster paper
Selection of markers
Tape or sticky tac

Instructions:
Divide students into five groups (if they have a specific area of interest of any of the topics, they may
choose their group). Provide a package to each group. Allow students about 20 minutes to read over
their whole package in their small group and organize it on to an infographic that they will create.
Once infographics are completed, tape them up on the wall or lay them on tables so they are readable.
Ask the students to take a few minutes to walk around the room and check out all of the different
infographics, learning about the different alternative-consumption techniques through a “gallery walk”.

Debrief:
Ask the students to return to their original seats after looking at all the infographics, and as a large
group, discuss the following questions:
Could you see yourself trying any of the techniques? Which ones?
Did any of the techniques seem not very useful?
Do you think if many people chose to use these alternative methods, rather than normal consumption
habits, we would be able to have a positive impact on our world?

Alternative Consumption Group 1: Second Hand Economy
Read over all of the materials in this package to learn more about second hand shopping, and how this is
an option when we are trying to be ethical consumers. Use the knowledge you gained through these
materials (plus any other knowledge you might already have) to organize a life-sized infographic for your
classmates to read.

Be sure to include the following information:
What is your alternative-consumption method? (Provide a brief definition of second hand shopping).
What are some potential problems with or barriers to people buying second hand?
Does second hand shopping have any impact (positive or negative) on other people, animals, or the
environment?

Additional Reflection Questions:
Where places or what are ways that you could purchase second-hand items other than thrift stores?

Shopping in the second hand economy means that you are purchasing
items that are resold by others who previously bought the item. Another
word commonly used when talking about buying items second hand is
“thrifting”, or shopping at thrift stores.
Shopping second hand is typically thought of as being beneficial for several reasons:
Cost: Buying items second hand almost always costs less than purchasing the same item new.
Environmental: Buying items that are being resold means that you are possibly preventing the item from
just being sent to a landfill.
You know where your money is going: When purchasing directly from people who are reselling items
(from places like ebay, kijiji, or amazon), the money that you are paying for the item is going directly to a
person, and not to a potentially dangerous or unethical company or corporation. When purchasing
items from second-hand shops, most times the money is going to support charities or other programs to
better communities.

There are some possible downsides to the whole second hand economy though:
Stigma: Buying second hand clothing sometimes brings with it a judgment about what somebody can or
cannot afford
What happens if we don’t buy it? If there are items that are not purchased at second hand shops, it is
common practice for them to be sent to countries overseas to be resold again. This is commonplace in
several East African countries, and has taken such a toll on the local textile industry, that five countries
have proposed a ban on importing second hand clothing, in order to strengthen their local clothing
market.
What if we all shopped second hand? Many small thrift stores exist in low-income neighbourhoods, and
cater to the needs of those who live in the area. This means that they will often have very low prices on
second hand items, because this is what those in the area are able to afford. If all people were to only
start shopping at these thrift stores, it might impact the selection of clothing available for those who
need the lower prices, or it might encourage stores to increase their prices, thus making items
inaccessible for low-income shoppers.

Selling the Poor: the Politics of Value Village
Emma McKena The Community Edition January 6, 2017 (Waterloo, Ontario)
In the past two decades, second-hand clothing has — like many other cultural objects of the poor —
become trendy, coveted and hip. There is now a bursting local market of vintage clothing shops,
international online retailers and even commercial corporations like Urban Outfitters selling used and
“revamped” items. While many second-hand stores often do contribute to charity, build community and
decrease dependency on the global sweat-shop economy, when it comes to the massive retail
corporation Value Village — where the reselling of donated used clothing is a corporate strategy
marketed to poor people — it is critical to examine Value Village’s actual politics and their effects on
low-income communities.
On the one hand, the search for cool second-hand goods has led to an increase of middle- and upperclass people shopping at Value Village. This expansion of its demographic has certainly normalized
wearing second-hand clothes. This normalization has perhaps led to a decrease in the stigma that poor
and working-class people may experience when their clothing is not visibly name brand, from the mall,
high quality, or trendy. However, this has also led to the increasing prices of Value Village and other
second-hand stores who are taking advantage of a developing market where selling second-hand
clothes demands very little labour, resulting in high profit levels for the original owners of the products,
the owners and investors of Value Village.
Value Village is actually owned by a large American company called Savers, who are one of many
corporations owned by the conglomerate TPG Capital. One of the impacts of Value Village being one of
many companies owned by this multi-layered corporation is that the profits from Value Village need to
travel all the way up to TPG Capital. Meaning Value Village needs to make a huge profit. By selling at a
high price its surplus commodity, Value Village can maintain its workers at minimum wage, pay
administrators, donate something to charity (exactly which charity and how much is being donated is
unclear), and finally — most importantly — pay out its wealthy investors.
My local Value Village, like so many Value Villages, is located in a neighborhood that is on the busy citybus line, and is annexed between low-income rental units and small private property. This particular
Value Village is therefore situated within a low-income community and, through its marketing strategy
“Buy More, Spend Less” has advertised itself as economically accessible to poor and working-class
people. However, the actual products inside Value Village are marked very differently from the store’s
claims. Value Village is not fulfilling its claim to help communities when in reality the pricing of the used
goods is often economically inaccessible, all the while requiring customers to do the physical work of
rooting through often worn-out, stained, and broken merchandise to find something affordable. Over
the past 10 years, the prices at Value Village have become inconsistently and drastically high, sometimes
more expensive even than those very same clothing items purchased new from discount retailers like
Ardene, Sirens, Wal-Mart and Joe Fresh.
It is time that Value Village changes its everyday business practices to reflect its mission statement and
the needs of low-income community members. But we can’t expect Value Village to do this on its own,

as it is invested most of all in profit. Locally, we can support the $15 and Fairness campaign or learn
more about the growing living wage movement in Southern Ontario. Or, we can choose to donate our
used goods to actual non-profits like the Working Centre or MCC’s Thrift on Kent, where profits are used
to support social programs.

Alternative Consumption Group 2: Sharing Economies
Read over all of the materials in this package to learn more about sharing economies, and how this is an
option when we are trying to be ethical consumers. Use the knowledge you gained through these
materials (plus any other knowledge you might already have) to organize a life-sized infographic for your
classmates to read.

Be sure to include the following information:
What is your alternative-consumption method? (Provide a brief definition of a sharing economy).
What are some potential problems with or barriers to people becoming involved in a sharing economy?
Do sharing economies have any impact (positive or negative) on other people, animals, or the
environment?

Additional Reflection Questions:
How does sharing with each other instead of purchasing for ourselves change what we typically think
about getting new items and community?
What role does technology play in the success of sharing economies?

Sharing Economies & Unused Value
Sharing economies allow people to share items and services with each other, usually at a lower cost
than if the same things were to be bought normally. Other terms used to describe it include
“shareconomy”, “peer-to-peer economy”, and “collaborative consumption”.
It exists at different levels – from websites that connect people who live in the same neighbourhood
who are able to lend out tools to those who need to temporarily borrow them, to large-scale services
like Uber that connect people who need rides with those who have a car and are able to drive them
where they need to go.
Sharing economies are based on the belief that unused value is wasted value. Unused value is the time
that items that we purchase are left unused. Think about it, you might buy a lawnmower because you
moved into a house with a yard that needs to be mowed. You don’t spend 24 hours of every day
mowing that lawn (that would be a bit ridiculous). You might only use it once a week – leaving it
untouched for the other six days of the week.
Sharing economies would see this as an opportunity to transform the wasted value in those six days into
usable value, where the lawn mower could be shared with others in your neighbourhood who also have
a lawn they need to mow, but who only need to use it once a week also.

5 ways the “sharing” economy works against workers
Erik Sherman, August 18, 2014, Moneywatch
The so-called sharing economy is often touted as an unequivocal good. Advocates describe it as a way
for ordinary consumers to earn income from their cars, apartments and other personal assets, while also
fostering a new class of Internet companies to compete with old, static industries.
Yet if flourishing new businesses such as Uber and Airbnb are making it big by cutting their overhead
and sidestepping regulations, and if customers are saving money, the benefits for workers in the sharing
economy are decidedly more mixed. Here are five ways in which the all this sharing and gigging can
disadvantage workers:
Stability. One key difference between traditional employers and the Internet companies pioneering the
sharing economy is that the latter can't promise their employees steady income. After all, a paycheck
depends on how well a given app matches potential clients and those providing resources or services.
Workers also don't know when or where they will work, while accepting some short-term projects or
assignments might preclude taking on more lucrative work. A job may well offer more flexibility, other
words, but that often comes at the expense of having predictable work hours.
Income. Many of the tech companies facilitating the connections between clients and workers boast
about the amount of money some people make. For example, Uber has said its drivers can make up to

$90,000 in New York and that the median gross pay for one class of drivers in San Francisco is $74,191
for a 40-hour week.
But such numbers can be deceiving. Companies may mention top-end pay or a gross amount for all
workers. In fact, the pay for gigs appears not only far more modest, but often nowhere near a living
wage.
Meanwhile, even when the cash seems good, much of the cost of running the business falls on workers.
Ride-sharing drivers must pay for wear-and-tear on their vehicles, gas and commercial insurance. Others
jumping from one job to the next must absorb the transportation costs, expense for tools to do the
work, phone service, accounting, health insurance and taxes.
By this measure, even annual income of $90,000 looks far less lucrative if a third or more of the money
comes off the top.
Benefits. Most employers in the sharing economy don't offer benefits because the drivers, maids and
other workers in these industries aren't employees. They typically get no paid sick or vacation days,
401(k) plans, health insurance or life insurance.
As a result, workers must pay for their own benefits, which eats into income, or do without them.
Although the Affordable Care Act does offer individuals a way to get health insurance, many benefit
packages available to self-employed people are more costly than the options for corporations, meaning
that the loss can be even greater.
Control. The companies that provide such services often emphasize the control people have over their
time, and for some workers that flexibility can be a major plus. Yet unpredictable hours and unstable
income can undermine that autonomy. Meanwhile, sudden shifts in a company's policies or procedures
can make life difficult for workers.
Protection. A key advantage for companies like Uber, Lyft and Airbnb is that they are largely, if not
entirely, unregulated. Yet that is starting to change. Municipalities and states around the U.S. are now
weighing whether and how to level the playing field. The legal and regulatory repercussions could end
up falling more heavily on the drivers, renters and other individuals who participate in a given sector
than on the tech companies providing the online framework for business.

Alternative Consumption Group 3: ‘Swapping’ items
Read over all of the materials in this package to learn more about swapping items, and how this is an
option when we are trying to be ethical consumers. Use the knowledge you gained through these
materials (plus any other knowledge you might already have) to organize a life-sized infographic for your
classmates to read.

Be sure to include the following information:
What is your alternative-consumption method? (Provide a brief explanation of what it means to swap).
What are some potential problems with or barriers to people swapping?
Does swapping have any impact (positive or negative) on other people, animals, or the environment?

Additional Reflection Questions:
In what ways do ‘swap’ events change the way that we think about consumption and community?
Do you think it would be possible for us as a society to only swap as a means of exchanging goods?

Swaps are a way for people to exchange items that they still value but that they no longer use. Most
common are clothing swaps where people can attend, bringing clothing, shoes and accessories that are
still in good condition but that they no longer wear and swap them for other items that others have
brought.
Swaps can happen in people’s homes, or in public spaces like parks or community centres. The space is
set up in section divided by clothing item, and people place the items that they brought in the correct
area and then are able to look through all of the other items brought.
Sometimes swaps have a small donation “cover charge” that goes to a local charity or community group.
In this way, swaps are not just about the people who are attending but also for other people in their
communities.

Swapping and Capitalism
Capitalism places a heavy emphasis on individual rights, focusing on the need for people to work hard to
gain success for themselves as individuals. Capitalism does not focus much on the need for people to
come together in community, and for communities to work together to achieve equality for all.
Hosting a swap contradicts this very idea, because it requires us to come together in community, and
share resources that we already have without contributing to large companies that make a lot of money.
It encourages sharing of resources that we already have, in a reciprocal way, so that all people can walk
away from the swap having benefitted.
Swaps also often have a social component to the event. For example, bringing a food or drink to share
with friends is often a part of attending a swap, so that people can come together not only for the
“shopping” experience, but also for the social, community developing experience.
The way many clothing retailers produce and sell clothing these days is considered a “fast fashion
industry”, in which there is a very high turnover rate in the clothing that stores are selling. In addition,
the clothing that is being sold is often of very low quality, and deemed out of style quite quickly. This is
a way in which capitalism encourages us to continue consuming: it frequently shows us new products
that are new and attractive and although they aren’t made very well, they also don’t cost very much, so
we can purchase a new shirt and skirt one week and throw it out two weeks later because we can go
right back to Forever 21 to get a new one that is cooler and fresh looking. (perceived obsolescence).
Swaps challenge this, because they are taking the power away from the companies who are telling us to
keep purchasing, and instead we are giving that power back to our friends and peers when we share
with them, taking things away from the landfill, and keeping our money in our pockets.

Alternative Consumption Group 4: Fair Trade
Read over all of the materials in this package to learn more about fair trade, and how this is an option
when we are trying to be ethical consumers. Use the knowledge you gained through these materials
(plus any other knowledge you might already have) to organize a life-sized infographic for your
classmates to read.

Be sure to include the following information:
What is your alternative-consumption method? (Provide a brief definition of fair trade).
What are some potential problems with or barriers to people fair trade?
Does fair trade have any impact (positive or negative) on other people, animals, or the environment?

Additional Reflection Questions:
How is fair trade different then providing international aide to workers who are struggling financially in
countries around the world?
How do you know if something that you are buying is fair trade or not?

When you buy products with the FAIRTRADE Mark, you support farmers and workers as they work to
improve their lives and their communities. The Mark means that the Fairtrade ingredients in the product
have been produced by small-scale farmer organizations or plantations that meet Fairtrade social,
economic and environmental standards. The standards include protection of workers’ rights and the
environment, payment of the Fairtrade Minimum Price and an additional Fairtrade Premium to invest in
business or community projects.
Fairtrade works to benefit small-scale farmers and workers, who are amongst the most marginalized
groups globally, through trade rather than aid to enable them to maintain their livelihoods and reach
their potential.
In an increasingly globalised world our lives are becoming more interwoven with people around the
world, through the way we do business, the products we buy and the holidays we take. Yet a huge gulf
of social and economic inequalities still exists. Many people are left without access to basic necessities –
food, water, housing, education and health care. Global trade – and more specifically, the system of

‘free trade’ – can have negative impacts on smallholder farmers, who cannot compete with larger
companies and global monopolies. This can result in farmers having to sell their products for a very low
cost. This can mean many people are forced into poor working conditions, low pay, unsafe working
conditions and exploitative practices, as they have little choice. ‘Fair trade’ is an alternative marketbased approach to trade that counteracts the ‘free trade’ system. It is a system of economic
development that aims to give producers (especially in developing countries) a living wage and enable
them to make better trading conditions and promote sustainability. Ethical certification (through
organisations such as Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance and UTZ Certified) is a process by which assurances
can be made that products are traded fairly. There are many demonstrated examples of farmers and
farming communities receiving higher, more sustainable incomes as a result of the ‘fair trade’ system.

Research finds Fairtrade fails the poorest workers in Ethiopia and Uganda
May 24, 2014, SOAS University of London
Fairtrade certified coffee, tea and flowers do not improve lives of the very poorest rural people in
Ethiopia and Uganda, according to a four-year research project conducted by leading development
economists at SOAS, University of London. The project studied rural labour markets in areas producing
crops for export, under different institutional conditions that included, in some research sites, Fairtrade
certification.
Low pay for wage workers, particularly women, and limited access to schools, health clinics, improved
sanitation and other social projects in rural areas were among the findings in ‘Fairtrade, Employment
and Poverty Reduction in Ethiopia and Uganda’, a report published today.
Teams of highly-trained fieldworkers studied wages and working conditions in twelve areas growing
coffee, tea and flowers in Ethiopia and Uganda. As well as reviewing existing studies, the researchers
collected new, detailed micro-level comparative evidence from areas producing agricultural exports on
how rural labour markets affect poor people’s lives.
•
•

•

•

•

Key findings from the report:
Most rural people in Ethiopia and Uganda enjoy a much higher standard of living than seasonal and
casual agricultural wage workers. In rural areas, manual agricultural wage workers are the very poorest.
Where Fairtrade flowers were grown, and where there were farmers’ groups selling coffee and tea into
Fairtrade certified markets, wages were very low – especially women’s wages. In fact, wages in other
comparable areas and among comparable employers producing the same crops but where there was no
Fairtrade certification were usually higher. This was not because the Fairtrade certified cooperatives
were in more marginalised, deprived areas.
In some areas dominated by Fairtrade certified cooperatives workers in the samples did appear to have
greater access to some fringe benefits (e.g., free meals in two sites, or on other sites more access to
loans) than workers in areas without Fairtrade certification. Even here, though, other aspects of work
conditions were often worse.
The findings on lower wages held true even after the effects of scale and other differences across
workers and sites were taken into account in detailed statistical analysis, contrary to the claims made in
the Fairtrade Foundation’s own statement about this research.
Fairtrade publicises its contribution to the funding of schools, health clinics, improved sanitation and
other “social projects” in rural areas. From hours of quantitative and qualitative interviews with

respondents and others, including in some cases cooperative managers, the SOAS researchers found
that the poorest often had no access to these ‘community’ facilities in the research sites, even when
they were or had been wage workers on the processing stations or for producer members.

Alternative Consumption Group 5: Repair Cafés
Read over all of the materials in this package to learn more about repair cafés, and how this is an option
when we are trying to be ethical consumers. Use the knowledge you gained through these materials
(plus any other knowledge you might already have) to organize a life-sized infographic for your
classmates to read.

Be sure to include the following information:
What is your alternative-consumption method? (Provide a brief explanation of repair cafés)
What are some potential problems with or barriers to people fixing their own items?
Does repairing or fixing instead of buying have any impact (positive or negative) on other people,
animals, or the environment?

Additional Reflection Questions:
Why do you think people purchase new items when something breaks rather than trying to fix it?
Do you think repair cafés should exist in public spaces like parks and libraries?

Toronto’s Repair Café looks to build a bigger network of fixers
Luke Simcoe, Toronto Metro, January 17, 2016
The founders of Toronto’s Repair Café have a simple philosophy: if it’s broke, fix it.
“Right now, we live in a kind of disposable society, but we want to bring back the idea that you can fix
stuff and you don’t have to throw it out,” says co-founder Paul Magder.
Magder, along with Wai Chu, started the Repair Café in 2013. They hold monthly events where anyone
can have their broken items repaired by a team of volunteer fixers. They’ll mend just about anything,
from computers to clothing, appliances and jewellery.
“Lamps are really big. We get a ton of lamps,” Magder said.
According to Chu, the goals of the café are twofold: they want to save items from needlessly landing in
the landfill, while also teaching people how to repair their own things.
“Repair is something anyone can learn to do,” Chu said.
Ultimately, Chu hopes initiatives like the Repair Café can help create a more sustainable society. She and
other volunteers are collecting a list of hard-to-fix items and plan to lobby the companies that make
them to change their policies.
“We notice certain manufacturers are making things that are not meant to last. They’re not durable, or
they can’t even be opened to be fixed,” she said.
After two years of grassroots success – monthly events in Toronto routinely attract up to a hundred
visitors – Chu said 2016 will be the year the Repair Café reaches outward. They’re planning events in
underprivileged areas in Toronto that will involve local youth.
“The plan is that hopefully they can start their own repair cafés,” she said.

What exactly is a Repair Café?
Repaircafe.org
Repair Cafés are free meeting places and they’re all about repairing things (together). In the place where
a Repair Café is located, you’ll find tools and materials to help you make any repairs you need. On
clothes, furniture, electrical appliances, bicycles, crockery, appliances, toys, et cetera. You’ll also
find expert volunteers, with repair skills in all kinds of fields.
Visitors bring their broken items from home. Together with the specialists they start making their repairs
in the Repair Café. It’s an ongoing learning process. If you have nothing to repair, you can enjoy a cup of
tea or coffee. Or you can lend a hand with someone else’s repair job. You can also get inspired at the
reading table – by leafing through books on repairs and DIY.

Is the Repair Café taking business away from repair professionals?
Repaircafetoronto.com
The answer is quite the opposite. The Repair Café aims to build a culture where repairing rather
than throwing out is the norm. We demonstrate to people the possibility of getting things fixed. At the
Repair Café, we advise people who need further help with their broken items to access the services of
local professionals who are still in the business of repair.

Visitors to the Repair Café are people who are not normally customers of repair specialists as they find
the expense prohibitive.
In addition, many repair professionals want to provide a service to their community and the Repair Café
is an enjoyable way for us to get to know one another.

